Personal Kabbalah Life Analysis
for Valentin (Georg) Mustermann 03.06.1976
From this analysis, you can gather your
learning and life tasks which your soul has
chosen for this life. The two pictures, the
Energy Picture on the left and the tree of life
below are of great importance for you and
they have been personally worked out for
you.

The Energy Picture
shows you which exceptional qualities of
spiritual energies have an effect upon you in
your life. Through these energies, you are
enabled to master the tasks in your life that
are connected with them. It is your free will to
accept this and to put it into effect. The
Energy Picture also shows you the
disturbances that can happen in body areas,
in which the energy isn’t realized. By means
of these physical disturbances, your soul
wants to point out to you that you are doing
something wrong. You will discern your faults
from the Energy Picture.

The Tree of Life
has been the traditional central picture of
Kabbala for thousands of years. It is the
portrayal of the powers in the universe and
their interaction. The symbolically portrayed
powers show the current condition of your
being, energy forms and intelligence forms. A
new lively consciousness arises from the
interaction
of
these
conditions
or
brainpowers. These awareness energies
have an effect upon the entire universe and
therefore also upon the entire human being,
upon you personally and upon your soul. You
can gather further information about your soul
and its aims from your Tree of Life, in which
your personal ways are marked. It becomes
the reason for your incarnation, the tool, with
which you want to work and with which the
aim of your life will be worked out and
interpreted.
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The Kabbalah Energy Picture
for Valentin (Georg) Mustermann 03.06.1976

Explanations:
Blue numbers in squares
! = Learn task[No.], is
Independent of others.
§ = Key task[No.]
& = Follow up task[No.]
by linkage.
Red numbers in the circle
>> = Passion Path
a. belong. body parts
Brown numbers
See analysis text
Yang / Yin proportion: 1/3

! [4] Intrinsic self expression through speech a. hands; applying yourself; fearless communication
>>H; Head: eyes, nose, ears, upper jaw, sinuses. Migraine
§ [8] Power of unification; synthesis; conciliation; becoming ONE spiritually; looking for pos. powers; door to
the astral world
>>L; Walking disability; legs, hips, corpulence, varicose, accidents
& [7] Living power of nature; nature- a. earth connectivity; natur. eating; Conciliation with creation; respecting
life
For this, you receive double energy!
>>X; No lust for life/-power; sex. organs, kidneys; partner- job problems
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The Kabbalah Tree of Life
for Valentin (Georg) Mustermann 03.06.1976

Topic of Origin (Karma):
Path 20: AE of the flexibility; reanimation, resurrection, awakening and rebirth; convalescence
Decision; deliverance from within; beginning of the new; first success; implement new insights
. . At the age of about 32 years, you should be aware of the topic of origin!
Transformation Topic (Character):
Path 5: Always victorious AE; understand lived religion a. convert it: God=Love; with power of mind to
success
Mediator of the higher forces; instruction, initiation, priest, keeper, competence, leniency
Aim Topic:
Path 6: Attracting, re-arranging AE; soul power; need for love; to find out of temptation
Love, Attraction. Walk new ways with the heart; Unification of opposites, sexuality
Secondary-Aim Topic:
Path 11; AE of the spiritual Power; power of belief; trust in god; Use of wisdom, intelligence
Convincing use of spiritual powers; acting u. leading, being a co-creator; self realization
Personal lucky days in the month: 7, 16, 25
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The Kabbalah Life Analysis
for Valentin (Georg) Mustermann 03.06.1976

General Information for Kabbalah Life Analysis
Dear Kabbalah friend !
You are holding a wonderful new document in your hands, the source of which was discovered
thousands of years ago by mystics. The name Kabbalah means "The Book of Buried Wisdom". It
comes from Hebrew and means deliverance. A Jewish legend states that this wisdom was given
by the angels and put into written form by Abraham. Kabbalah is the mystical teaching from Israel
which is rapidly gaining in meaning as our times change. For a very long time, these teachings
were thought of as secret, but the meaning has now been discovered. The meaning of these
numbers and letters has now been brought to us. The centrepiece of the Kabbalah is the whole
person which stretches from matter to the divine. The Kabbalah along with Christianity
concentrates on the following:
* The mastering of daily life
* The connection and relationship with God and
* The soul and its individuality.
This document will concentrate on the meaning of your name and date of birth in this life, and the
following deciding questions:
* What is the main task in my life, in which tasks have I been born into?
* What does the blueprint of my soul look like?
* How will I recognise my mistakes?
The answers to the above questions will be answered in the course of this document so you can
refer to it if you discover health problems and aren't sure of the reason our soul wants us to take a
closer look at ourselves. In order to do this, it is important to understand that this analysis is not
written in stone, but a possibility for your learning program, taking your right to decide into
consideration.
When our souls decide to incarnate again on this earth, it takes new assignments upon itself.
These new tasks are particularly important to your soul as the goal is perfect completeness.
These tasks are often ones which you were unable to fulfil in a former life.
The name given to you at birth, including your Christian name and your date of birth, is very
important for the ascertainment and interpretation of your journey through life, including the goals
and the assignments.
The fact that you chose this name, and not a different one, has its reasons. Maybe your parents
had chosen another name prior to your birth, but at the last minute changed their minds to comply
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with the wishes of your soul. You should view this name as a window to your soul. All of this is not
coincidence but a deep wish within your soul that you have this name with these particular tasks.
Neither is it a coincidence that you have now decided to involve yourself with this analysis, and
look into the mirror of your soul.
Your name is the name written in your birth certificate. This is also valid in the case of adoption.
The first name to be included in the calculation is the one with which you prefer to be addressed
or at least have been called by for a few years, but not a passing nickname. It needs to be spelled
as in your birth certificate. If you have other first names which are not used and have no meaning
to you, they are still important for this analysis. From these names, it is possible to attain
knowledge of secondary goals you have decided to undertake in this life. Please check all the
spellings of all your names in this document. Your date of birth is also meaningful for this life
because on this day, you decided to participate in the school of life. This day was chosen
because it gave you the best possibilities to enable you to master your chosen assignments.
Your own personal data allows us to use the Kabbalah method to analyse the questions
pertaining to your life, and allow us to see the answers to questions such as which particular
subjects should I concentrate on in this life? What does my soul wish to learn in this life and how
will it make my mistakes known to me? What does the picture of me and my soul look like?
This picture, this blueprint, is now being held in your hands. The following,
* 1st part applies to the Energy Picture with the points of incoming energy, and your Passion
Paths.
* 2nd part concentrates on the Kabbalah Tree of Life.
The text in this analysis is constructed so that you will be able to find your way around this
document. Your own personal problem is most certainly referred to or you will recognise it
perhaps in an altered form. Please remember that this document is only a template. Your first
task is to recognise and find yourself in this text. Please read everything slowly in order for your
unconscious mind to absorb the contents. The purpose is an internal recognition and the
conscious understanding of the meaning of the Kabbalah. The general text has a upright heading
and your own personal text will have a cursive (slanting) heading. If the amount of numbers on
the Tree of Life and/or the Energy Picture become too much for you, disregard them for the
moment and continue with the text.
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1. Section: The Kabbalah Energy Picture.
On page 2 you will find the diagram of the Kabbalah Energy Picture which shows your personal
Energy Picture. It shows your own spiritual blueprint. This blueprint is an important guide for your
soul to help it achieve its goal here on earth, and for it to indicate to you any mistakes you may
have made. This Energy Picture is to show you the results of your decisions as it applies to your
physical body.
Before you look deeper at your Energy Picture, I would like to say something general. Derived
from the 10 cosmic elementary powers of the Tree of Life, from which you will hear more about in
part 2 of this analysis, there are 10 forms of energy which are important for us in reaching our
learning goals. In the Kabbalah, these 10 forms of energy are 10 learning experiences which
have been allocated different parts of our body and relate to different chakras. These are listed in
appendix 1. The energy of life is flowing through the corresponding chakras of our body. It is
important that every one of these points of energy entering our body are coupled with a lesson
which is connected to our life assignment. The goal is to use this energy and to live with this
energy in order to learn our own particular lessons and to grow.
It is generally so, that in these 10 points of incoming power, the life energy is continually flowing.
The same rule applies to every person, when there is no energy flow, there is no life. As your soul
has set itself particular goals in this life, it has been given the necessary form of energy by our
Creator for it to attain these goals.
As you can see in your personal Energy Picture, these additional energies are flowing in at the
plotted points. These energies may have different intensities and ranks. The blue numbers in the
golden squares shows your lessons to learn. Each person will have a different number of energy
flow points, because each person will have its own variety of lessons to learn. This energy gives
you the power to complete your lesson. If you utilise this energy to complete this particular lesson
given to you by 'fate' then your spiritual energy household will be balanced. However, if you only
use a portion of this energy, then the residual energy will remain in the body and may be
objectionable and a hindrance. In this case, one can talk about congestion of energy noticeable at
a particular point of the body. This is when your Passion Path, your path of suffering begins.
This path must not necessarily lead to a bitter end, as you hold all the cards in your hand and can
decide whether to continue in the wrong direction, or to turn around. At this point, your soul
wishes to tell you that you are "doing something wrong". Or, to put it another way, if you don't fulfil
all points of this lesson, you soul will smack you on the back of your hand and show you on a
physical level quite plainly that this way of thinking and doing is not acceptable.
Your souls warning can come in the form of a slight cold or even a serious illness. This is your
decision depending on how much or how little of this energy you use. The non-use of this energy
can only lead to blockages in your chakras and will eventually lead to the bitter end of this
Passion Path, of this path of suffering. The diagram can show you exactly where in the body you
can find these energy blockages.
In the middle of the Energy Picture you will find the symbol of a body, this is just for your
orientation, and to allow you to easily recognise the points of energy flow to your body. It is then
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calculated at which points you receive the necessary energy for your particular lesson, and at
which point(s) any unused energy may be the cause of disturbance. Your personal energy and
the pertaining tasks are visible in the golden, yellow boxes. This energy is shown flowing into your
body through the blue arrows into the points visible as circles. The number you can see either
above or next to the box with * shows the intensity of this energy. The energy can be double or
even be multiplied up to 6 times. It shows the ranking of the assignment. The greater this number,
the stronger the effect of this path of passion. Now it depends on you to do the right thing with this
energy and to master this lesson. The red arrow shows the areas on the body where the unused
energies have become a problem. This would be the end of this particular road of passion.
It sometimes happens that the calculation shows the Passion Paths in a chain, one behind the
other. In this case, it will be a key task at the front of this chain followed by a succession of
lessons. You can recognise this chain on the Energy Picture, when the number of an energy point
going into the body is the same as where a red Passion Path is to be found. This means the
blockage will remain until you utilise the energy needed to relieve the cause of this Passion Path.
The energy flow points free from any blockages, are to be seen as key assignments (show as § in
the text of the Energy Picture), and are to be solved first. This is easier to see when one imagines
an incorrect incoming energy disturbing the actual energy stream. It is only when the key task is
being worked on, that the following lessons can be meaningfully solved. The ensuing lessons are
shown with &- in the text. If a chain of passion roads shows up in your analysis, the pertaining
point will be described in further text. Such results are to be taken very seriously as your soul has
given you so much evidence, that it is necessary to sit up and take notice of this responsibility.
You have now been given the chance to view the individual points of this chain and can now start
to work on them.
In the case of an incoming energy point having no incoming energy, (no golden box), this means
that you have most probably already mastered this task in a previous life. In this case you may
find green numbers at various points which refer you to another letter. The first green number in
your karmic chapter which you have brought with you into this life and you should and can work
with this. The meaning of the first number can be found in enclosure A1. Even though this lesson
has already been learned, you should try and remember it and not just deem it as unimportant. It
is, so to say, your tool to work with, as you have already mastered using it. You wouldn't dream of
removing any stones which block your path with your bare hands when you have a spade in your
backpack. If you cannot recall this particular lesson which you have already once learned, thus
making a seemingly crass mistake, then the letters will indicate a Passion Path. The meaning can
be found in enclosure A2. For example, if the green number is 3>>B this would mean that looking
at your lesson number 3 (which you have already learned), if today, you make a major mistake in
this area, your soul will make you aware of it in a physical way in the body area B, which in turn
means the Passion Path B has been opened. Please don't worry though, you have to have made
a grave error in order for this to happen.
In the subsequent text you will find the description of the lesson to be learned followed by the
description of the Passion Path. Here you will find clues as to possible problem areas of your
body. If you already have problems in the suggested areas, you will be able to decipher which
lessons you have not already learned and the connection to the problem. In this case, you only
need to look at the energy diagram to see which lesson is being referred to by tracing back from
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the red arrow or reading it in the text.
From the calculated incoming energy points, and the Passion Paths which belong to these, it is
possible to see the diverted energy numbers which enable us to see the deeper meaning of this
task.
As each lesson can lead to a different Passion Path, the quality and form may differentiate. This
difference can be explored at more depth by looking at the energy number. This number is to be
looked upon as an expansion of this lesson and is to be integrated into the complete Energy
Picture.
Belonging to each energy number, is a so called block out number that alludes to attributes that
have not been lived. These assignments are more than likely in our subconscious minds and
although well buried, they wish to be known. By looking at the block out numbers, you can see in
which areas you had problems, or uncompleted lessons in the past and which areas you still are
not sure you wish to deal with. These particular lessons have often been deeply buried, be it
conscious or subconscious, and have been forgotten and/or saved to do on the day of a blue
moon and are therefore very important. Erase these tasks out of the dark corners of your
subconscious mind and bring them out into the open, into the light. These energy numbers and
their corresponding block out numbers can be found in brown on the Energy Picture.
For each calculated point of incoming energy, you will find a description of the meaning of this
incoming point, the lesson, and the corresponding Passion Path, as well as the meaning of the
number on the Energy Picture and its block out number. Therefore, in each case, you will find a
designated section in the following order:
** Meaning of your personal incoming energy points. This is the description of your task.
** Meaning of your personal Passion Path, your path of suffering. This shows the body areas in
which your soul wants to be noticed and in which you could start to have problems.
** Meaning of the number on the energy diagram derived from the energy point and the Passion
Path.
** Meaning of the block out number derived from the calculated energy point and Passion Path.
** Possible further clues to the progress or order of your assignments.
Subsequently:
* A consideration of the amount of all the energy numbers taken from your Energy Picture. This
description rounds off your energy diagram.
* A further section discusses your ratio of yin/yang in reference to your assignment.
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Learning Task No. 4: Essential self expression
This energy flows into your throat chakra that belongs to the mental level. Bodywise this flow is
connected with the throat. It is yang energy. In your Energy Picture it is the entry point 4,
indicated by number 4 in the golden box.
The Learning Task is to find self expression, adequate to your true self, through your hands, your
speech and your actions. First you need to know yourself, your own personality in order to be
able to stand up for yourself. You want to become a person who is respected by everyone. The
energy that flows through the throat chakra helps you to unfold your ability to communicate and to
get into a real exchange with others. This exchange can be diverse. Stand by your activities,
which can be expressed in words as well as in silence, in doing as well as in not doing.
Express your practical side through your hands: through writing, manual skills and your hobbies,
this way you will please your environment. Express what you want to express from your heart
instead of expressing things that you think others expect from you.
If you are too inhibited to express yourself through speaking or practical deeds, if you are afraid to
talk to authorities or if you feel inferior in general, you should ask yourself whether you are really
expressing your inner being. But the opposite could be the case too. Then you would talk too
much and speak in order to speak. You would also tend to hide your real being through
hyperactivity and restlessness. This is surely not your real self expression.
In your Energy Picture a red arrow, coming from entry point 4 a, indicates the Passion Path that
opens up, if you do not manage your Learning Task "essential self expression". This can cause
physical and psychic problems in the parts of your body that are described in the following
Passion Path.
It is also possible that this unused energy is already manifesting itself in the throat entry point as
a kind of speechlessness or something similar. Especially with multiple intensity you may have
problems in this throat region and in your hands (see A 2: Passion Path N).
*******************************************************
The following affirmations will help you to fulfill your Learning Task. If you write them down or say
them aloud over and over again you will soon feel the positive results.
Through the connection with my true inner self I clearly recognize my special talents.
The universe has given me special abilities to be expressed for the good of everyone.
I decide today not to hide my talents anymore, but to express all I am with love.
My life and my talents are a gift of God. To express my talents fully is my gift to God.
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Passion Path H
The amount of the previously quoted energy that you have
causes problems in the area of your head. This may lead to
could lead to problems with your eyes, nose, ears, upper jaw
Even a little cold is a warning! Headaches and migraine are
solved your learning task.

not invested in the learning task
diseases in your head area. This
(not lower!) or with the cerebrum.
clear signs that you have not yet

Another manifestation could be that you cannot concentrate and focus on one thing. Also
restlessness and the inability to make clear decisions are signs that your learning task has not yet
been solved. This is also the case if you often get stuck in your thoughts and if you tend to make
negative decisions instead of positive ones.
All these symptoms are a hint from your soul that you should take your learning task more
seriously. If you don’t have any problems like those quoted above you are lucky because it
means that you have already solved this task.
The following energy number and the so-called suppression number that have been calculated
from the Energy Picture add another meaning to the learning task and Passion Path quoted
before.

Interpretation of the Energy Number 43
Make productive decisions, which will also influence your being, just like a pioneer, who wants to
try something out and who is open to new possibilities.
Leave the known broad and worn roads that you are on and find new paths to unfold your being.
Try out walking on the smaller paths, away from all the hurly-burly and you will be astonished
what beauties you will discover. When you try out new things, sometimes your surroundings will
not agree; however, do not let yourself get stopped. You will be rewarded for the new
experiences with your staying power. Your zest for life will grow and you will develop into a
vigorous person.
Lay aside the false, obsolete and distorted pictures of yourself which your environment wants to
impress upon you.
It is your task to let your soul guide you to meeting other people and to connect with them in a
spiritual, soulful manner. Develop with your entire soul into a being who is also there for others in
order to obtain a mutually beneficial relationship. Meeting others is never coincidental and gives
you the opportunity to learn where your limits are and how to expand them. Every problem that
you avoid is an unsolved problem and will come back to you again at some point.
Make use of creative powers and experience happiness in life through this.
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Interpretation of Block Out Number 98
Here is a tension present in the fate axis of the energy picture. It is to be learned to express
yourself heartily, hearty and happily. Release yourself of the pressure of your fate through a
warm heart. Become enlightened!
Even if you cannot see it yourself yet and you still resist it and block it out, you should strive
knowingly with the love of kin for perfection. Strive to become a being that becomes a highly
aware and perfect human being through multiplication of his own potential.
If you deny that, than the task is: Mental, knowing recognition of karma by learning out of own
spiritual experiences. It is a matter of insights which you want to gain through your own spiritual
experiences. That can often be hard work or painful and become a hard slog. Karma is not to be
understood as a compensation for committed sins but as an opportunity of the cancellation of
mistakes through insight, through more insightful learning. Karma is not a punishment but a
mercy.
Become a fully developed person through brotherly love. You want to recognize the presence of
god in all that comes towards you. The inner god in every person, in every animal, in every plant,
and in every thing. The task is to integrate these insights into all situations of life. To recognize
the inner godliness also in the outer success. Let the godly power flow into all things in your life
with awareness. To include god is the prerequisite for brotherly love, not compassionate fuss.
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Learning Task No. 8: Live the power of union
This energy flows into your navel chakra that belongs to the astral level. Bodywise this entry point
is connected to the buttock. With this power that has got a yin character you will want to learn
how to use the spiritual forces correctly. In your Energy Picture this is the entry point 8 that is
indicated by number 8 in the golden box.
You want to learn how to see life from all sides. Learn how to be in peace with others mentally
and also how to come to an agreement in the topics of daily life. Break down the walls that were
built up by hatred, envy and prejudice. Build bridges for the good! To make peace is always better
than to live in separation and disharmony. It is your task to treat your fellows with love. Also you
should learn to treat animals and plants lovingly. Forgive everybody and make peace with your
so-called enemies. At least do it mentally, if the others are not yet ready for it. Always watch your
energy, your mood, your thinking and your emotions!
Ask yourself: "What lifts me up, gives me power? What is good for me? How do I get in contact
with things that bring me down, cost me energy? What makes me feel empty and dull? Then have
the courage to act according to your insights and stand up for the experiences you made when
applying spiritual laws."
Always be aware of the quality of conversations, movies, TV-films and of the conversation with
others. Avoid seeing or listening to anything negative. Also be careful not to become a kind of
"soul garbage can" for others!
Meditate, pray and bring the godly life force into your life. Get rid of all thoughts that try to block
you. Let unnecessary burdens go - be free. Develop a sense for beauty and aesthetic things. The
law "Like within so without" is especially true for you. You will act the way you think!
This Learning Task asks you to bring opposites together by acting out of your feelings. Problems
that seemed to be difficult to solve be should solved by seeking unity instead of separation. If you
act like that, you act on a higher level and you will automatically elevate others too.
Or are you proud of your quarrels and think you always must have the last word? Do you use
your energy to create enemies, separation and resentment? Or do you see yourself in the role of
the poor victim if you are not on the winning side all the time?
Do you feel miserable if you are involved in an argument? Do you suffer if there is disharmony?
Does every argument cost you a lot of energy?
Always make sure that you use your mental power in a positive way. Beware of the wrong
application of these forces because with this inflow, the inflow of union in particular, they could
become dangerous, as all the negative energies in your consciousness will manifest! In that case
unpleasant and dark entities could possess you and cause all kind of problems including mental
illness.
If you use your spiritual power in a positive way and connect yourself with the good forces in the
universe you can reach very good spiritual results. In that case you will be able to communicate
with the spiritual world and reach true success in life. You could even become a very sensitive
person if that is your wish!
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In your Kabbalah Energy Picture a red arrow coming from entry point 8 indicates a Passion Path
that opens up if you cannot manage to solve the Learning Task "Living in union, create
synthesis". This can cause physical and psychic problems at the parts of your body described in
the following Passion Path.
It is also possible that this unused energy will manifest itself at its entry point, the buttock, as an
unpleasant feeling, causing all kind of problems there (see appendix A 2: suffering path B).
Especially with a multiple intensity there could be problems in the area of your buttock.
*******************************************************
The following affirmations will help you to fulfill your Learning Task. If you write them down or say
them aloud over and over again you will soon feel the positive result.
I recognize the polarity of the energy that is influencing me today.
I can distinguish between people that do me good and those who cost me energy.
I forgive those who have done me wrong and I ask those people for forgiveness that I have badly
treated.
I let all blocking thoughts go and concentrate myself on positive things that give me energy.

Passion Path L
The amount of the previously-quoted energy that you have not invested into the learning task
causes problems especially in the leg region, but also the hips are involved. Problems with
walking, sciatica, varicose veins, swollen legs, fractures, meniscus, sprains, hip problems, corns,
accidents and overweight might be signs that you have not solved your learning task entirely.
Your soul wants to tell you: "You are not going the right way in life". If, because of these
problems, you hide from life and do not respect your body and treat it badly you should remember
your learning task and stop this Passion Path.
The following energy number and the so-called suppression number that have been calculated
from the Energy Picture add another meaning to the previously quoted learning task and Passion
Path.
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Interpretation of the Energy Number 87
You like to be surrounded by beautiful things, which radiate their own harmony, like nice jewellery
and new fashion. Your great enthusiasm for work expresses itself through creative art which
shows the accentuated full life.
Familiarize yourself with the actual principle of creation. Everything that you love, all that you
bring into your life with which you bond spiritually or physically, is a cosmic creation. The aim is to
give power and shape to the principle of Trinity, i.e. the cosmic principle of creation, becoming,
receiving and transformation. An essential prerequisite to this is the right creative intellect. Just
the way you imagine something is how it will fulfil itself in your life.
You have a quick, rational grasp but also a very busy mind. Because of this, your intelligence is
often used wrongly and you enter a labyrinth in which you get lost. You are now on the search of
finding a way out of this spiritual maze, in which you are. Some power is needed in order to find a
new way; to firstly find the exit and then the new aim. To be able to do this, it is necessary to
become conscious of your own power of and the flexibility of it. Let things develop with diplomacy
and do not bang your head against a brick wall.
Increase the use of spiritual powers. That means to first of all develop trust in God. Then
recognize that everything has its meaning. Everything that meets you is divine fate. Also,
everything you imagine as a spiritual creator will come towards you.
Positive thinking is having a healing effect on the entire creation. "Whatever your mind/spirit
concentrates on is what you will bring into your life." Become conscious of your own spiritual
powers, the divine powers, and accept them as presents and covert them into deeds.
You will produce whatever you order spiritually.
That also means for you to sometimes influence wildly behaving powers with spiritual, convincing
and charge taking will-power.

Interpretation of Block Out Number 32
Here is a tension present in the feminine axis of the energy picture, a tension of the passive
willpower and the active power of creation. It is to be learned that all NO-decisions are obstructive
or separating decisions. To not segregate yourself.
Something within you resists to be channel of god. You cannot believe that the godly power, the
godly love flows also through you and certainly not that the love of god is passed on by people.
You do not quite comprehend that people are supposed to be a tool of god. You still take what
you created to be more important than the creator.
You are the one who implements the deeds of god. The task in your life is to let something
happen and to have trust that also without your worried input something grows and happens.
Godly becoming does not know force. Not wanting to disclose every secret immediately. To treat
that, what develops and grows, preciously in the certainness that it will show when it is ready.
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Important Hint for this Key Task
The previously indicated learning task has an important key function in your life. As you can see
from the Energy Picture this task is the beginning of a chain of learning tasks. Your soul has
chosen this task to be number one. That means you have to solve this task first. If you do not
solve it, the energy that is not used flows further thus blocking the energy flow where it should not
be blocked. The result is that you won’t receive the necessary insight for your next task. Then you
won’t receive positive results and you’ll need to ask yourself and analyse why your physical and
mental problems are not going away.
Only if you use the total energy of the key task by solving it, the next flow will be free from
blockages and the growth of your soul can continue. If you have problems in one area of the
following further Passion Path in the chain always make sure to go back to the key task. Try to
solve it and then continue with the following tasks. Ask yourself in this case where you failed in
your key task. The answer will give you the insight for the following tasks. If there are several
following tasks in a row you need to go through this process with all the preceding following tasks.
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Learning Task No. 7: Living in union with nature; Oneness with nature
This energy flows into your root chakra that belongs to the ethereal body. With this energy that
has a yin character you receive more power to live in correlation with nature. In your Energy
Picture this is indicated by entry point 7, marked 7 in the golden box.
Love your life in all aspects. Love our mother earth as a planet, as a mountain and a valley, as
earth and water, as a meadow and a river, as a town and a country, as a stone and a gem, as an
animal and a plant. Make your peace with nature and the whole creation. Get to know nature
really well. Go out into the forest, climb the mountains or enjoy the ocean. Dive into the creation
of God! There you will find peace and inner harmony. Feel responsible for our planet earth too,
which was created perfectly by God. Therefore it is our task to respect and appreciate this godly
gift. Avoid everything that destroys nature as everything is God's creation as you yourself are.
Never forget that and try to act in a responsible manner.
Prefer natural materials - clothes, house and working place - eat only natural, healthy food.
Explore the secrets of nature in all aspects if you feel like it. Live simply. This does not mean that
you have to live poor and without joy. Enjoy the abundance of nature but don't take more than
you really need.
Your body belongs to creation too and is a perfect gift of God. Include other people in this
closeness with nature since they belong to God's creation too. Make peace with nature, with the
female and male aspect, with others and especially with yourself. Be aware of your body and your
skin as a part of your body that gets in contact with the environment. Watch your feelings while
you caress somebody or if you are caressed by somebody else. Feel how subtle it can be just to
hold the hand of another person. Feelings are natural as well. Integrating yourself and others into
nature is your Learning Task. The energy that flows into you has a female character and wants to
be expressed more through feelings than through the mind.
Experience a sexual relationship as a wonder of nature where all the chakras - which are poled
oppositely in men and women - come into a perfect harmony and create a natural union.
Or do you think and act totally different about the above topics? Do you regard your environment
as something dead and very technical? Do you think that the forces of nature are not worth being
honoured only because you believe everything has to be logical and must be explained by the
mind? Do you prefer science that explains everything from the level of the mind? Do you follow
rigid philosophies and moral teachings that try to cut off the natural force of life? Do you not
respect or honour the different forces and phenomena of nature und do you believe that only
things produced by men are really good and trustable? Can you not imagine that the spirit of God
dwells within everything and everybody in our world?
Do you block your thinking and acting and forbid yourself to work with the forces of nature? If that
is the case then it is your own free will or choice. But then you should not be surprised if you have
physical or psychological problems through which your soul is telling you're doing something
wrong and that you don't have the right outlook on life!
In your Kabbalah Energy Picture a red arrow coming from entry point 7 indicates a Passion Path
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that opens up if you can't manage to solve the Learning Task "Living in union with nature". This
can cause physical and psychic problems at the parts of your body described in the following
Passion Path.
It is also possible that this unused energy already manifests itself at the entry point, in the area of
your legs (see A2, Passion Path L) as a feeling that you are standing outside of life. This is
especially the case if there is a multiple intensity. This wants to tell you: "You are not going the
right way in your life."
*******************************************************
The following affirmations will help you to fulfill your Learning Task. If you write them down or
pronounce them aloud over and over again you will soon feel the positive result.
I am a part of this planet.
The same force that is carrying me is carrying every other living being on earth.
I treat the resources of our planet consciously and with love.
I nourish my body with good and healthy food and I feed my soul with healthy thoughts.

With double intensity
This energy flows into you. This is a hint that this energy is very important for you and thus your
learning task. Your soul wants to give this learning task a high rank. Therefore take it seriously
and work with it honestly. The following Passion Path also has this double intensity which means
that you will feel your faults very clearly.

Passion Path X
The amount of the previously quoted energy that you have not invested into the learning task
causes problems in the area of your sex organs and abdomen. These are problems of the inner
and outer sex organs, kidneys and bladder. Men have to struggle with prostata and potency
problems and women might have problems with pregnancy and birth. A lack of feelings in
partnerships and problems with your partner in general are further signs.
A partner can also be your own company or a job. Whenever you cannot fully say yes to a
partnership - whether it is business, a love partner or friends - ,if you do not like sex and show no
sexual interest, if you do not feel the "fire of life" burning in you, it is time to work with your
learning task. That is also true if you lack motivation and just hang around. It is time to change
your direction and to stop this Passion Path.
The following energy number and the so-called suppression number that have been calculated
from the Energy Picture add another meaning to the previously quoted learning task and Passion
Path.
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Interpretation of the Energy Number 76
Fulfil a task with true enthusiasm towards which you feel yourself being drawn and for which you
feel called upon. Do your work with complete love and full energy.
Let it be clear that you yourself live in a world of polarity, in a world of contrasts. Creation arises
from these polar contrasts, everything created and everything new. You yourself as a child of God
shall be your own creator by connecting contrasts consciously. The charismatic order that you
feel inside yourself, this feeling of being blessed and being filled by God’s spirit, this is the order
to have a spiritual and soulful healing effect on people and the entire environment. All your
decisions manifest themselves also in your own energy balance. Establish a cheering harmony
through understanding and sensitivity for all your activities. Let your gentle and blessed charisma
have a healing effect upon others. However, pay attention, whether your deeds are also desired;
otherwise you would only waste your energy.
Your attention is turned towards materialism, on physical fulfilment. Recognize that first an
intention for fulfilment arises from spirit, a will, ands only from that the created, the matter. It is
your task now to achieve something more and higher with the created, independent of what it
means to you in particular.
You have a stimulating and enriching effect on others through active, healing and serving
activities. If you comfort somebody, you have a healing effect on this person and put him into a
better condition. Always treat yourself and others healingly. If you are for something, you support
it; on the other hand, you will strengthen whatever you are against. Think lovingly in the future,
with trust towards others. To heal means: To have faith and trust in the universal, divine and
spiritual powers.

Interpretation of Block Out Number 21
Here is a tension present in the masculine axis. It is to be learned through the application of the
power of spirit, that creation justly demands are being placed. Do not kick nature with your feet.
Do not create concepts in your mind which harm the godly creation.
You probably run easily into danger that you take the created more importantly than the creator.
You will often not sense the awareness that god is working in you and through you.
Let your inner sun shine. You want to become aware that god is present in you. This knowing of
your godly core, the Christ awareness in you wants to empower you to let the power of love
radiate out of your own inner core, such as Jesus said ‘ love your next like you love yourself’.
Whatever you concentrate on, is what will appear in your life. You know of the power of the spirit
and want to develop this Christ-awareness. Work with the power of the blessing and of the
prayer upon the creation.
Bring yourself as a whole with the abundance of your qualities into the entirety.
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Hint for this Follow-up Task:
The previously quoted learning task is a follow-up task. This means that you should solve the key
task first and the learning task next. Otherwise the energy that is flowing in will be blocked. In this
case you will not understand the seriousness of this task and your efforts will not be very
succesful. So please learn the key task first, then you will have the insight for the following task.

The Examination of the Complete Energy Picture
The sum of the energy figures on the Energy Picture represent a summary of the tasks present.
From the meaning of these figures, we can determine further details about these tasks. It is like a
title or a summary which the soul has decided it wants to experience. You can mentally apply
these details to every task , in doing so you may view from a different angle. It is this angle,
however, that makes life and our tasks so different and so interesting.
The Sum of your Energy Picture Numbers is 206

Interpretation of your Energy Picture Number 206
You know that life is about the interaction of polarities, of contrasting things and about tensions
and problems between the sexes. It is necessary to bring all emotional difficulties into harmony.
The same is true for business partners. Think of the yin and yang symbol that looks similar, but
only builds a unity, a circle, if combined in the right way. From this consciousness that includes
body, mind and soul you live your vitality fully.
You need to balance out problems that arise in your erotic and sexual life. You have to learn to
grow from worldly love to spiritual and cosmic love. Then you will be connected to cosmic power.
Leave tensions behind you by living out of your inner godly being. This will lead you to new
perfection.
Be aware that you live in a world of polarity and contrasts. Creation and all creatures originate
from this polarity, everything that has been created as well as the new. You yourself as a child of
God should be your own creator by consciously connecting this polarity. As a human being you
want to learn about this polarity, to experience it and to find your way back to unity with the help
of your experiences within polarity.
Many old concepts that are not valid anymore need to be replaced by new actions and values. It
is necessary to build up something new and to leave unnecessary things behind you. But before
you start to do that you have to be sure what you really want. You need a clear goal to be
productive in the cosmic sense. Dare to experiment, to try out new things, to find out which new
ideas and new concepts are within you. Do not get stuck in mere theory but rather make your
ideas come true.
The creative power which regenerates eternally from the true source of life is the power of the
word. This force, mostly of female origin, is the wish and will for creation. It spends or destroys
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life. It is creating space and dwells in it. It causes birth and death, commitment and parting. You
experience ideals and visions so that your consciousness can decide whether it wants to fulfil
them or not. Your spiritual expectations and your wishes how to live determine your thinking. Your
decisions are carried out spontaneously without conscious guidance.
These ideals trigger a strong longing for fulfilment, a striving for connection and neutralization, for
quality, sympathy, welfare, a willingness to make sacrifices, customization, subordination,
consideration and motherliness. There is always the wish involved to posses the corresponding
object. You experience admiration, attention, relationships, separations and changes in ethical
and moral principles. Quality, charity, patience and faith should be your topics. You will realize
your spiritual concept yourself.

The Relationship Yang - Yin
You can also learn about the relationship of your yin and yang flows from the 'Kabbalah Energy
Picture'. It is calculated from the number of male yang flows 2-5 and the number of female yin
flows of the entry points 7-10.
As you have increased yin flows you have more yin tasks. This is a sign that you want to
emphasize the female, intuitive side in this life. You want to learn to become receptive, to allow
things to happen without being active yourself. You like to let an idea mature before you act. But if
you still want to live it up and to be very active, if you want to tell others what they have to do, you
are not acting with the energy you are supposed to. Why do you need to prove that you are
strong and active if something goes wrong? These are not at all the qualities you need to learn.
You must let all things ripen with feeling and intuition, like a woman lets her child just grow on the
physical level while she is preparing herself very carefully on the intellectual level. But please
understand this correctly. In reality, it is not all about living this yin strength but about learning
your yin tasks and not forgetting the male energy.
The larger the last number in this yang-yin relationship is, the more meaningful it is for your
studying tasks.
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The Energy Picture Referring to the Tree of Life
You are now familiar with your life tasks and the points on your body in which your soul is
"knocking on the door" to make you listen. Please take a few moments to look within yourself,
and ask, what does this mean for me? Maybe it would help you to ask yourself the following
questions: What would I like to do? Who or what is stopping me from doing this? Can I open up to
others and do I trust? What people, situations, or things make me feel good, and which ones hurt
me? How can I achieve order in my life? I am sure you could find the answer if you could look at
your own problems from a distance. Lastly, you can and must attain this knowledge and decide
for yourself what do I want and what do I not want.
In the next part, I will give you deeper answers to aid you in the growth of your soul. These are
answers which will bring closer to youself the original reason of your own being. Furthermore, you
will be told of the tools needed in which to attain your goal and of course the knowledge of the
goal itself. The why, what and where pertaining to your soul is then known to you. When you
posses all this knowledge, then you can work safely and purposefully.
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2. Section: The Kabbalah Tree of Life.
The coloured picture "The Kabbalah Tree of Life" to be found on page 4, shows your own
personal Tree of Life. The coloured circle shown in this complex and harmonic illustration, show
the 10 sefirot. These carry hebrew names and symbols of ancient cosmic powers, or rather the
aspects of our creator. For the last thousand years or so, this Tree of Life has been handed down
through the Kabbalah. It is the graphic representation of the powers in the universe and the way
they all work together; showing forms of energy and forms of intelligence. These energies have
an influence over the whole universe and therefore mankind and our souls. With this Tree of Life,
you can see the essence of the universe, of God and of mankind represented. A short description
of these 10 sefirot can be found in attachment B1. Please do not confuse the numbers in the Tree
of Life with those of your learn assignment in part 1. They are not directly connected to one
another.
These 10 Sefirot can be connected together, the result of which gives 22 paths, counting from 0
to 21. These represent the 22 paths which are introduced in tarot. When one connects two of
these either statistic or passive energies, the outcome is movement and momentum. These paths
describe your concious energies which occur from the connecting of two of the 10 sefirot. A short
description of the 22 paths can be found in attachment B2.
From this Tree of Life, one can not only gain knowledge about the God and the world, or creation
as we know it, but also our own personal creation which in turn gives us information about our
spiritual development. This pertains to every being who wishes to apply this knowledge.
This concious energy is of great importance to your soul, your life lessons and paths and can be
found in the Tree of Life by using the Kabbalah calculation. The result is then the topic of origin,
which is illustrated in red and can be referred to as karma, the lesson of change or transformation
will be shown as yellow, and the goal subject will be shown as a green path. These three subjects
are well illustrated and are important for your further development chosen by your soul as the way
in which you would be advised to travel.
The use of the expression "conscious energy" used frequently in this description, is to be
understood as a spiritual quality. This quality is to recognise that such a thing exists, that one can
work with this power and that by doing so, in our daily lives we will be led to higher goals. All of
this is an aspect of God, and we are allowed to work with this higher energy in order to grow
spiritually.
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In the second section, you will find the following general and personal points being addressed:
* The general meaning of the topic of origin (karma)
* The meaning of your own calculated personal karma
* The general meaning of the subject of change or transformation
* The meaning of your own calculated personal subject of change
* The description of your own character traits
* The description of your cosmic events
* The general description of goals
* The meaning of your own calculated personal goals
* The general kabbalistic meaning of names
* The kabbalistic meaning of your names
Further personal particulars can be found on the page entitled "The Kabbalah Tree of Life"
* Particular good days for you in the month: on these days you are able to progress rapidly with
your life lessons. You will meet people or situations in which you could be challenged, or maybe
they just want to be nice to you. It will depend on your mood, on your thinking pattern, or your
basic attitude what you want from these situations. You may want to view this as your exercise
partner. Some of these days will most definitely be tests, others will be days of joy and
celebration. On these joyful days, it would be advisable to write important letters, contact your
lawyer, start a new company or project, start a new job, plan a journey or generally to start
something in motion which you have always wanted to do. On these days you will be rewarded
with success. Please remember, however, that hopeless tasks will be as unsuccessful on these
days as in any other, and that some projects may take a little longer to realise.
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General Meaning of the Topic of Origin
The topic of origin is directly connected to your maiden name and the name you are called by. It
is a kind of company label which says which tasks you want to do in life.
The topic of origin is the topic that you have been born in to. It shows the intention of your new
incarnation. It is the very basis of why you came onto earth and shows what you want to learn this
time. Maybe you have not accomplished this special task well in your earlier incarnations. So your
soul has the wish to try again and suceed in this incarnation. At any rate, it is the basic topic in
your personal school of life and therefore you have to understand it and work with it before you
can deal with your aim topic which shows you what you can achieve in this life. This topic of origin
also gives you a hint as to what your karma is and why you have come onto earth again. Karma
should not be understood as compensation for committed sins but as a possibility of dissolving
former faults by carefully studying them. Karma is not punishment but mercy.
With the description of your topic in the following section clarity will certainly come into your life.
At the beginning you will lack the consciousness energy of the topic of origin. All of a sudden you
will recognize an event that makes it clear to you what your real task is. This special year in your
life is also indicated on the sheet of the ‘Kabbalah Tree of Life’. You should be conscious of your
topic of origin and should have recognized it. This detail can vary by +1 or -1 year. Perhaps you
will immediately know what this event was in your life and what it meant in connection with your
topic of origin, if you have already reached this age.

. . At the age of about 32 years, you should be aware of the topic of origin!

Your Personal Topic of Origin: The way 20
This way is marked red in the Tree of Life between the elemental force Hod and the elemental
force Malkuth. See the short description of the 10 Sefirot in the appendix B1.
The dynamic energy which results from the interaction of these two elemental forces, which you
are to use for your work on the topic of origin, is titled ‘awareness energy of flexibility’.
By this, a revival, a new beginning, a renewal, a resurrection, an awakening and a rebirth is
meant, a liberation from the inside out, which is also strengthens through certainty. This topic can
only be fulfilled in connection with other people, you should approach other people. You are
receiving strength for insight; to get away from materialism and to turn more towards man. Move
in direction of the new, good and right things.
Perhaps you have until now or even in earlier lives abused great, spiritual powers or may be you
only didn’t use them, therefore, you will now more and more come into situations which will make
clear to you that you are supposed to bring something new into motion; to bring the actual as well
as the spiritual life into motion again. To do so, a reorientation is necessary and a change of your
attitude towards life.
Intensively becoming aware of your own motives and your own behaviours will also let you take
on responsibility for them. Ask yourself: 'Which new phase of life am I currently starting? Which
deep insights do I have with respect to my own personality? Of which comments am I afraid, or
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whom or what is trying to test me? In my opinion, where is my responsibility and where isn’t it? In
my opinion, which are the causes of my guilt feelings? Which type of mutual living and
cooperation do I produce? What occupies me fully and completely? Which benchmark of others
injures me? Where am I immovable, rigid and stiff or also stubborn?
Just like you judge over others is how you will be judged too. The desire for renewal and unity will
resolve your feelings of guilt. Find a new basis for a pattern for living together and for cooperation
in order to cooperate efficiently and unanimously. The desire to completely merge with someone
else, to be in agreement with the views, will persuade you to do something new.
'My bond with totality gets stronger every day'.
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General Meaning of the Transformation Topic
The transformation topic shows your strengths which you can use and are supposed to use
throughout your whole life. It is easy for you to work with them since these qualities have been
within you since your birth. These character strengths and weaknesses of yours point towards the
individual subtleties of how your problems as well as your life tasks want to be solved. It is a tool
that was given to you to tackle these tasks and to solve, integrate and transform them. The
transformation topic represents your predominant characteristics. Primarily use this tool for your
aim topic but also for all your life tasks. You are supposed to work with this tool and realize your
plans and aims. However, also a tool needs to be understood and taken care of in the right way;
therefore, the following Kabbalah Tree of Life path wants to make you familiar with this tool.

Your Personal Transformation Topic: The way 5
This way is marked yellow in the Tree of Life between the elemental force Chokmah and the
elemental force Chesed. See the short description of the 10 Sefirot in the appendix B1.
The dynamic energy which results from the interaction of these two elemental forces, which you
are to use as your tools for your work on the transformation topic, is titled ‘energy awareness of
the lived religion ’. You want to master your life tasks with this power, which is already anchored
in your awareness and in your character.
Retain and pass on spiritual knowledge and traditions, just like a mediator of spiritual powers.
Pass on the personal experiences in faith. The wonders of the life happen on the right side of the
Tree of Life. The blockades of old reasoning are resolved and you will find a new meaning behind
everything. It is your task to get your own religion out of the sacred ghetto and to remember back
to the true origin.
In order to get closer to your tasks, you ask: For whose leadership do I wait? What would I like to
learn? Where have I broken the rules in my opinion? Who would hold me responsible for it?
Which limits can I not exceed in my opinion? What do I rebel against? Whom or what do I fear?
Which ideas do I have to do justice first of all in my opinion?
This consciousness of the lived religion has to be understood as a father figure or a spiritual
teacher who instructs you under an intuitive leadership. Allow to be given a piece of advice,
accept it and pass the acquired knowledge and skills on to others. This means to submit to the
discipline and loyalty of this spiritual teacher or also to an organisation, a country or a certain
doctrine, and to identify with the opinions and rules of this group or culture. Keep on discovering
the mechanisms of power and learn the application of these rules as well as bringing them into
harmony with the ethical laws. This means to recognize and apply the law of good and bad; put
down the conservative moral concepts which are unworldly and pedantic. Get to freedom of your
thoughts, ideas and feelings. Do not feel as a victim of wrong ideas and do not be afraid of
punishment and control by wrong authorities.
Keep focusing on two central points of the Sermon on the Mount: Whatever you want men to do
to you, do first to them. And: Ask and it will be given to you.
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"I am valuable just the way I am, with my ideas, thoughts and feelings".

Further Character Traits
Next to the path of change further personal characteristics are described that are based on
further calculations of your name. Even if you are aware of many of them, it is still important to
know them more exactly and to have an overall picture of one’s own character. If you know your
character traits exactly you can understand your reactions and actions better. Every character
has always got two parts, good and bad. In the following character traits mostly the positive sides
are listed. Through different influences due to education, school, environment and dealing with
other people these positive sides can turn into negative traits. This is very often the case when
you exaggerate your good qualities. It is always important to act moderately.
½Since you are endowed with physical strength, perserverance and determination you do not
hesitate to act with courage and self-confidence. You easily overcome all kinds of obstacles
through conesistency and courage. You are a religious seeker and you are fond of secret
sciences. As a person of action with a good gift of observation and power of concentration you
are sometimes impulsive but always astute and clever. Beware of spending money carelessly
and egoistical compulsiveness.
Your will and your energy are the inner strength for your positive outlook on life. ‘I want’ and ‘I
can’ is your motto You have good manual abilities and can also work in an artistic field. You can
successfully use your skillful mode of expression through your hands, writing and language very
well in professional and private tasks. You debate with pleasure, want to discover everything. You
understand the ideas and situations of other people and support them if you are convinced of
them. You are interested in sciences and therefore concentration and thinking is important for
you. In many things you do pioneering work and you are a true companion. But since you are
interested in so many things there is the danger of being distracted and not concluding them.
Beware of recklessness and firm intentions made in haste. If you lack initiative you sometimes
delay things unnecessarily.
Like a representative of higher intellect you plead for justice and the dignity of man. You do not
just want to talk about religion but want to live it. Mildness, mercy, an open heart, a religious
philosophy are your positive character traits, but also austerity when appropriate. Your creative
abilities are mostly intellectual. You are interested in literature and religious scientific topics as
well as in the technical field. Your talents are mostly appreciated. You generally act seriously and
are business-minded. You always verify things conscientously and you radiate order, harmony,
honesty, politeness and steadfast faith. Avoid hypocrisy, dogmatism, lack of moderation and
boasting.
You are insistent, discreet and restrained and endowed with good practical skills. Using many
words you explain and give reasons for everything including the last detail. Sometimes it takes
time for you to understand greater contexts, but once you do there’s no forgetting. You have
many friends, since you are regarded as reliable. You stick to your beliefs and defend them
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fearlessly, often in a dogmatic and conservative way. Women want to have a beautiful house and
love flowers. Men provide everything on the material level. You should not lose yourself and
come down to earth when dealing with your inclination towards investigating natural sciences.
You should avoid outbursts of rage, exaggerated sensuality and sluggishness.

General Remarks on Cosmic Influences
It is an old and well proven fact that the same events and experiences occure again and again
during everybody’s life in a more or less similar way. From the point of view of the Kabbalah
these events are regarded as cosmic influences. Cosmic influences can be discovered by
transforming your two names into numbers. The interpretation of these numbers will give you
valuable and significant hints for your life. You are warned of certain actions but also encouraged
to act if it is necessary. It is always important to know you and to try to find out what the real
problem is and how it can be changed. These hints are topics throughout your whole life and you
will always be confronted with them so that you can make decicions and learn by doing that.
Your personal cosmic influences that are then described can also be understood as a kind of
character description as it shows how you influence certain things or how you are influenced by
them.

Interpretation of the Personal Cosmic Influences
Learn to obtain full harmony in your thinking and in your behavior. The way you think determines
your feelings. A healthy intellect does not only bring spiritual but also physical health. Avoid
overdoing anything, so that you will not lose balance in your life.
By connecting the material with the intellectual you will create beautiful things. This is the only
way to avoid exaggerated egoism, strong impulsiveness, lower passions and desires.
You are a good natured person. But you are in danger of being taken for a ride. Also in business
affairs trouble can arise easily because of your carelessness. If you do not want to suffer any
losses, you must carefully examine what kind of contracts you sign. For you the following words
are true: "Trust is good, but control is better".
There are many possibilities for sucess in your life which you use. But along with your success
the number of enemies, false friends and people that envy you increases. This results in failure.
You should curb your impulsiveness somewhat.
You are a good-natured person and you have great confidence in your fellow beings. This holds
some dangers in everyday life. You should not participate in a company or society in which you
actively collaborate because it would lead to aggravation, frustration and failures. Your strength
lies in other realms. If you question yourself deep inside you will discover the areas in which your
confidence is in demand.
Your pioneering and future-oriented ideas are a little too revolutionary and often shockingly new.
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Because these ideas are not acceptable they come to nothing and cause disappointments. You
often have to fight hard in life. However, you attract a lack of success mostly through your own
behaviour. Try to control your aggressiveness and spontaneous actions without thinking.

General Meaning of the Aim Topic
The aim topic is dependent on your first given name, the first name that you use (these are not
necessarily identical) and your date of birth. Under the section topic of origin you were given your
age by which you should recognize your topic of origin. Your soul presses you to proceed to the
aim topic once you have reached this age. It is the aim in your life and because you are devoting
yourself to this topic, you will also receive an answer to the question: 'Why am I am on earth'.
If you feel the inner impulse to start with something new or if you ask yourself if this is all that life
had in for you, or if there is may be something else to do, than you have certainly reached the
threshold of this aim topic. Now is the time to deal with this topic. Even if you have already
exceeded this age quite a bit, you can still start with it. Perhaps it will be easier as you will have
already made various other experiences.
However, you will only have the necessary inner freedom to tackle your aim topic once you have
recognized and mastered the topic of origin. It certainly isn’t easy to accept, assimilate and
implement all of the characteristics of the path that describes your aim topic. However, your soul
has set itself this target and you will therefore receive the strength and energy to reach your aim.

Your Personal Aim Topic: The way 6
This way is marked green in the Tree of Life between the elemental force Binah and the
elemental force Tiferet. See the short description of the 10 Sefirot in the appendix B1.
The dynamic energy which results from the interaction of these two elemental forces, which you
are to use for your work on the aim topic, is titled ‘magnetic energy awareness’.
These are energies which can be described with a soulful, responsible attraction. You want to
learn that which you deem to be particularly attractive and want to fill your entire soul and heart. It
is for you to make the choice of your heart and to exert attraction on people and onto things. A
responsible looking after, an extreme dedication, is meant under this strength which is, of course,
similarly important for the two sexes. The sexual aspect is not to be seen in the foreground but a
loving giving away of yourself and unconditional, egoless love.
You want to learn a harmonious interplay of heart and intellect. To do so, the female and the
manly aspects are to be recognized and united into themselves and into others. This applies to
your human counterpart just like to all other things. Contrasts meet for certain upon each other
which need to be unravelled. An understanding partner can be a valuable, supplementary help
when one is wrapped up in a network of relations, cooperation and engagement. A community,
an organization or a company can also be this partner.
Take on the responsibility for your own decisions and your own behaviour. Escape from feelings
of guilt and take balanced decisions; then you can reach unconditional love and your search for
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unity becomes a certainty and does not remain a longing. Fix the direction of your new ways even
if you do not see any clear aim yet.
Why don’t you also ask yourself which relation keeps you intensively occupied; which aspect of
yourself do you recognize? Which choice or decision are you standing in front of at the present?
What would you like to unite and what would you like to let go? Give your life new prospects and
new ways through this loving and attracting energy. Use your charm when it is about soulful
meetings. Radiate this strength in all relations, and then somebody will always be there for you, to
help you or only to simply listen to you.
'I am worth all love, affection and friendship'.

The Meaning of Your Name
At your birth, your were given a very special name. This name consists of your first name and
your family name which we will now decipher using the Kabbalah to give you a detailed
interpretation. To do this, we use the letters and change them in to numbers and then we use
these figures to make a detailed analysis. These figures tell us the goals your soul wishes to
attain in this lifetime. Please view the following three descriptions as the scenery on a stage, the
stage of life, in which you have the starring role. The following text describes the scenery, and
you will recognise your own role.
The Numeric Value for your Called Name and Birth Name is 229

Interpretation of the Numeric Value of your Names: 229
By integration of all powers, particularly the power of the spiritual, of love, of imagination and
creation it is possible to bring head and heart, intellect and soul into harmony. By going beyond
physical experiences you are able to recognize the final metaphysical connections with your inner
wisdom. You will find insight and enlightenment through meditation and solitude which will enable
you to dive deeply within yourself and thus find your own inner light and wisdom.
„A force inside you that arises from the experience you have already made is moving you forward
into spiritual realms. Spiritual education, religion, mysticism and clairvoyant abilities are the
subjects you can study. There is a time ahead of you in which you will read and study a lot about
spirituality as your are on the path of spiritual awakening.
You understand very fast and you have an alert mind which makes it easy for you to understand
the spirit of the time. You can develop good intellect and high intelligence. With a sensitive
reaction to outward impressions you have a good receptiveness. You can analyze things well and
judge a thought process from a different observation point. Also you have a good intuition and the
ability to get in contact with supernatural things.
However, sometimes you do not use your numerous qualities and intelligence wisely and
therefore you are trapped in a labyrinth where you hopelessly go astray. You have to make an
effort to find the exit and a new aim. To find this aim it is necessary to become conscious of your
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own strength, of your own flexibility. Let things prosper with diplomacy and do not go with the
head through the wall.
Don't let yourself be stopped by material things from making spiritual progress. You should leave
unclear ideas, fear and uncertain feelings behind you by searching and finding true knowledge.
Your good intellect and your diplomatic behaviour provide you with many possibilities, also in the
field of art, to develop yourself. You are able to achieve a lot and might become an authority, be
famous and honoured, reach positions in which you have to be very responsible. Your own
opinion about right and order are very strong and prevent you acknowledging the existence of
cosmic law and order ruling everything that happens in life. Overcome your own mundane
authority and accept the existence of higher forces. It is a cosmic law that exactly what you fear
most will happen to you. As long as you demonize things, they will always get back to you. If you
can accept in a loving way this will disappear and not come back.
Try to lead a good and moral life. Only then will fortune be positive and bring you happiness and
luck. You should avoid being too sensitive and all kinds of exaggeration, especially in the field of
sensuality. Otherwise, you would lose your vitality and weaken your constitution.
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General Meaning of the Secondary Aim Topic
The secondary aim topic is based on all the names that are mentioned in your birth certificate as
well as your date of birth. What is the meaning of the secondary aim? You have several first
names which are hardly used, apart from your forename. They are stated in your birth certificate
and mostly are not in further use. But regarding the Kabbalah calculations these hidden names
are important because they add a broader meaning. These hidden names are also used for the
calculation. The result shows a further, secondary aim in your life.
At a certain age or time in life many people feel that now other things have become more
important to them. This is not the crisis usually described as midlife crisis as this inner radical
change can happen very early in your life or when you are older. This is the right time to get in
touch with the secondary aim topic.
It often happens that people suddenly become aware of all their birth names and sometimes
these - so far neutral names - sound particularly beautiful to them. This also indicates that it is
time to deal with the secondary aim topic.
If you have recognized your first aim in life and mastered it, you will then have the necessary
maturity to work with your secondary aim topic. Your soul itself has set this broader aim and you
will get the strength and energy to reach this goal.

Your Secondary Aim Topic: The way 11
This way is marked blue in the Tree of Life between the elemental force Geburah and the
elemental force Tiferet. See the short description of the 10 Sefirot in the appendix B1.
The dynamic energy which results from the interaction of these two elemental forces, which you
are to use for your work on the secondary aim topic, is titled ‘energy awareness of trusting faith
power’, the spiritual power.
This believing trusting energy awareness is a trust in God which also often goes beyond reason.
The sentence: 'I am the sunbeam which is inseparably connected to the ancient sun ' indicates
that you are also a co-creator, if you are conscious of the presence of God. It is all about following
an idea with spiritual power; with good, building up thoughts and to prepare it so that it can be
implemented. The execution does not necessarily need to be done by you; you are supposed to
be the initiator, the leader and conductor, the spiritual father or the spiritual mother.
Ask yourself: 'What would you like to bring into balance? Before which decision do I stand? Are
you clear about the pros and cons of a matter? What is sincere in your opinion? Which
consequences do you expect due to things you have done in the past? What would you like to
make public? In which area do you function as a mediator or negotiator? Which project do you
want to tackle and manage?
If you then recognize your own spiritual strength, you will master life and take balanced decisions,
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make a commitment with confidence, restore the equilibrium with balance and conclude contracts
through sincere negotiations. See the things under various viewpoints. If you give account to
yourself with a good conscience or can take on the responsibility for yourself, you are getting
close to the aim of this task.
'I act upon the basis of my conscious and of my spiritual motives'.

The Meaning of Your Complete Name
Similar to the name translation on the previous pages, your whole name will now be used in the
calculation, including given names which are not in use. The result of this will show you, as in the
previous secondary life goal, a description of your role in Act 2 of your life. It is the description of
your role upon a stage set with new scenery. This new stage grows in meaning for you after you
have reached a certain age.
The Numeric Value for all First Names + Birth Name is 280

Interpretation of the Numeric Value of your Entire Name: 280
Your creative talents manifest in many ways: in harmonious relationships, a harmonious
environment and in the field of beauty and fashion. Do not let yourself be disturbed in your artistic
ideas. But you should also pay attention to harmony on a higher level, a harmony within your
soul.
The creative power which regenerates eternally from the true source of life is the power of the
word. This force, mostly of female origin, is the wish and will for creation. It spends or destroys
life. It is creating space and dwells in it. It causes birth and death, commitment and parting. You
experience ideals and visions so that your consciousness can decide whether it wants to fulfil
them or not. Your spiritual expectations and your wishes how to live determine your thinking. Your
decisions are carried out spontaneously without conscious guidance.
These ideals trigger a strong longing for fulfilment, a striving for connection and neutralization, for
quality, sympathy, welfare, a willingness to make sacrifices, customization, subordination,
consideration and motherliness. There is always the wish involved to posses the corresponding
object. You experience admiration, attention, relationships, separations and changes in ethical
and moral principles. Quality, charity, patience and faith should be your topics. You will realize
your spiritual concept yourself.
Your attention is focused on the material world, on physical fulfilment. You should realise that the
spirit creates the intention and the will to do something. Only out of spirit can something be
created on the material level. It is your task to achieve something that goes further and higher
whatever you may create. However, there is the danger that what you create seems more
important to you than the creator behind it.
If you are beyond duality and the tension of yin and yang by working with your inner strength of I
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AM then you are travelling the road to perfection, enlightenment and you will become a fully
developed person. You are moved to transform a divine, spiritual idea into a material form. As
you possess inner knowledge about the laws of nature and due to your strong will to live you will
experience new insights, enlightenment and inspiration.
You must try to harmonize material patterns with your inner spiritual strength. You should be
aware that love on the physical level can only be successful and give true happiness if it is lived
on a spiritual level in a deep spiritual unity and with justice. To reach this aim you have to bring
your outer life in order. Otherwise you cannot reach this inner unity and harmony. Your task is to
react to the inflow of the vital will of God, to discover and understand the real meaning of life on
earth.
Out of the many possibilities you should search for the one that leads to realization. Everything is
still open regarding the results. It is only necessary to start with a plan, and then a suitable
opportunity will come. Trying something out, risking something, new leads to something higher.
This is the beginning of a manifestation of something positive in your life. Be creative!
You have the possibility and opportunity successfully to create experiences, a positive transition
from the past into the future. Let yourself be guided by your vague desires and think and read
about topics that deal with life after death and higher dimensions.
Do not let yourself be handicapped by the variety of possibilities in fulfilling your aim in life. Do not
listen to the voice of your ego! “
„Quite often experiences that people over 50 have to go through are not karma from a former life,
but consequences they themselves have caused in this life.
You want to see the good and positive in everything and everybody you meet. You see the divine
in every person, in every animal, in every plant, just everywhere! It is necessary to integrate this
knowledge into every situation. Recognizing divinity in external success is important. Elementary
forces of physical nature create space for your new unfolding.
Let this power consciously affect everything in your life. Including God in everything is the best
condition for real charity. Do not confuse this charity with sensual or physical love.
A new era has dawned, which means experimenting intellectually and spiritually. All possibilities
are open to you. Wake up and create a new world. Listen to your intuitions and do not be afraid to
realize them with wisdom, even if they appear to be utopian ideas.
You often have trouble with the material world in realizing your insights. It is up to you how to deal
with it. If you cannot follow your inspirations with your intellect try to let decisions come from your
inner self without being influenced by outside circumstances. Through your influence the material
and spiritual can come together at the highest level. Maximum worldly knowledge and wisdom
can then express themselves.
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Conclusion
Now you are required to think about what the individual points mean to you. These insights
should be your own. If you always sat down to an already prepared meal, you would never learn
how to cook. Here, you have all the ingredients and the recipe. It is now in your hands whether
you turn your soup-of -life into a delicacy, or to let it burn.
If particular texts appear double in this document, it is not by accident, but this is of particular
importance to you. You will find everything you need to know about specific subjects mentioned in
this analysis. It could be that you dismiss one thing or another that you read because you say that
is not applicable to you. Please try to realise that this may be the case at the moment, but don't
throw away these observations, instead try to meditate on them and maybe some different
questions will start to make themselves heard. For example, what exactly does my soul want to
tell to me? Does it want me to pay particular attention to something? Are you following your path
as well as you could? As you read this analysis, you may find it helpful to write your own notes
along side, or to underline particular points that you find important at this time.
As you get older, you have no doubt fulfilled many of your life lessons and possibly have no
problem with the shown Passion Path. Sometimes it is difficult to remember that you have already
solved a particular problem. If you discover that you have no problem with your Passion Path,
then you can be assured that you have already learned that particular lesson. Please don't forget,
that illness is not to be seen as punishment, instead that your soul wishes to draw attention to a
particular issue. Your soul wishes you to refrain from straying from your path of light and truth.
A tip: If you should find parts of this text too extensive to re-read, please highlight the parts that
are of particular interest to you and your soul, that is, the parts in which you need to work harder
on. Once highlighted, it will be easier for you to pick out your most important issues.
I now wish you many new insights and a whole new feeling of well-being for your body and soul.
Your Author
of Kabbalah Life Analysis
Hermann Schweyer
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Appendix A1: Short Description of Points of Incoming Energy with Pertaining
Lessons.
° Number; Chakra with pertaining body part (from the view of the Kabbalah);
Lessons to be learned.
° No. 1 Crown-Chakra, back of head
Univers. Connection; Spirit. Development; Connection to God, - trust, Use of the power of
Spiritual
° No. 2 Forehead-Chakra, parting
To love and tolerate instead of being right all the time, without dogma; loving insight; intuition
° No. 3 Throat- Chakra, forehead
Positive joy of life decisions, making others happy, I am for......
° No. 4 Throat-Chakra, throat
Natural self expression through speech and use of hands, self contribution, communication
° No. 5 Navel-Chakra, Chest
Individuality, to go your own way with influence of others, to find lessons
° No. 6 Sexual-Chakra, sexual organs, physical body
The joy of life, enjoyment of living and sexuality, vitality, enthusiasm, without old fashion morals or
social laws
° No. 7 Base-Chakra, Legs
The living with nature, and connection to mother earth, natural eating habits, reconciliation with
creation
° No. 8 Navel-Chakra, bottom
Power of union, reconciliation, spiritual oneness, awareness of positive forces, door to the astral
world
° No. 9 Heart-Chakra, back
Clarity, sensuality on all levels, to find true love, to recognise wishes
° No. 10 Forehead-Chakra, (back of the) neck
Ability to conclude, concentration, with all your being to give with love and finish something, not
deal with
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Appendix A2: Short Description of the Passion Path (path of suffering)
Sign: affected organs caused by incorrect directing of energy
Passion Path H Head, eyes, ears, nose, upper jaw, sinus, migraine.
Passion Path N Neck, throat, bronchial tubes, lower jaw, oesophagus, speech, hands, addiction
(smoking etc.)
Passion Path S Solar plexus, heart, lungs, skin, liver, digestive organs, feelings.
Passion Path X Sexual organs, no life-fire/energy, kidneys, partner/career problems.
Passion Path L Legs, mobility disabilities, hips, abundance of love, varicose veins, accidents.
Passion Path B Bottom, lower back, trunk, spine, negative spirituality.
Passion Path M Middle back, neck, throat, shoulders, heart, lungs, upper digestive organs.
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Appendix B1: Short Description of the 10 Sefirots
° Kether (Sefira 1)
The highest form of Gods power. The pure Being. It is the original spirit.
° Chokmah (Sefira 2)
Is wisdom, the highest father, the father-principle, the highest yang force, the original idea,
procreation and original dynamics. The engine of the whole universe. It is the channel through
which the power of Kether can flow. It is the greatest father who said "Let there be Light".
° Binah (Sefira 3)
Is the understanding, the highest form of love, the highest mother, the mother principle, the
highest yin force, the motherly comfort of all life, and all beings. It is the order and the stability
principle of the incoming energy of Chokmah.
° Chesed (Sefira 4)
Stands for forgiveness and love, it moves and stretches boundaries. It is here that the kingdom of
the micro cosmos begins. It represents the translation of abstract into concrete forms. It is the
spiritual thought that wishes to be turned into matter. It allows boundaries to be crossed. All
spiritual virtues originate here.
° Geburah (Sefira 5)
This stands for the force and the power, the strictness, the law and righteousness. It is the
powerful and disciplined principle, a problem solving creativity. It is the courage to find a solution.
° Tiferet (Sefira 6)
As the central Sefira, it stands for the power Christ, the inner sun in creation, the knowledge of
Christ "I AM the way." Beauty, devotion, and balance are the virtues. It stands for balance in the
middle of the Tree of Life. It also stands for the highest self, that Christ wants to be for us.
° Netzach (Sefira 7)
It is the strength, the determination that leads to victory. It is the creative imagination, hope and
healing. The world of instinct and feelings also belong here.
° Hod (Sefira 8)
It is described as splendid with a shining radiance. It is the professional competence that brings
order and structure into all things. Feelings begin to take form and intellectuality have an effect.
° Jesod (Sefira 9)
Jesod is the fundamental ruler and the centre of the lower self, our subconsciousness. It is the
root of intuition, of ideas.
° Malkuth (Sefira 10)
It stands for the kingdom of God, the earth, the physical world, matter and reality. All physical and
psychological strengths come into effect here. Here you can reap what you sow on other levels.
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Appendix B2: A Short Description of the 22 Paths of the Tree of Life.
Abbreviation AE = Awareness energy, power of the soul, Conscious drive for creation.
-- Path 0:
Power of Imagination, spontaneous fiery AE, origin, spontaneity, ignition, imagination, illusion.
-- Path 1:
Obvious AE; willpower, initiative, cosmic intelligence; at every beginning God created ...
-- Path 2:
Unifying AE; decision, concentration, keeping of secrets. Knowledge.
-- Path 3:
AE of the motherly radiance; unifying of yin/yang; community development, marriage. The great
mother, gives growth, abundance and form; donoress of protection, warmth, tenderness,
abundance. The unification of Chokmah and Binah is the key to sexuality, to the creation of all
that is new. Conception is always the unification of two opposites.
-- Path 4:
Constituent AE; powers of self assertion, vestiges, to open up (oneself) and to make decisions.
The masterful father principle gives continuity, order and stability. Strenuousness.
-- Path 5:
AE the favourable religion, God = Love. Procurement of higher powers. Instruction, preservation,
competence in spiritual things. Like a high priest, to understand religion and put it into practise.
-- Path 6:
Attractive, magnetic and orderly AE. To use the heat to go new ways. Sexuality.
-- Path 7:
AE of the active and gently influential, imagination, successful, creative spiritual transformation
resulting in success. Victory.
-- Path 8:
Spiritual energy, it happens by itself and comes from within. Bridging of Yin/Yang. Cosmic justice,
to know the precise scale.
-- Path 9:
AE of wisdom and of will. Joining of the head and heart. Looking for, and wanting to find,
solutions within oneself. Meditation.
-- Path 10:
AE of rewards, listening to ones own inner voice, realisation, turning of corners, to live life in its
diversity, transient luck.
-- Path 11:
AE of trusting beliefs. Spiritual force and power. To negotiate with convincing spiritual vigour.
To be an originator.
-- Path 12:
AE perseverance, with insistence, to solve problems with trust and reliability. To come to a
different view by limitation, examination, sacrifice.
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-- Path 13:
Inventive, creative AE; transformation of personality. Letting go of the old, the inner
metamorphosis is a chance for a new beginning. Change.
-- Path 14:
Trial granting AE; ruler, leader. To accept and acknowledge boundaries with an inner harmony
and self control.
-- Path 15:
Regenerating AE; healer, sanitation, to heal the demons. The pressurization, challenges,
overcoming. To find the true task. The power of magic.
-- Path 16:
Inspiring and exciting AE. Enthusiastic, the power of motivation to carry one along, to be
enthusiastic about God. The pulling down of old frameworks results in decisive breakthroughs.
-- Path 17:
Natural Cosmic AE; creative imagination, belief in oneself. To hope for new insights, inner
metamorphosis, to be able to do something. Belief, hope and trust lead to the truth.
-- Path 18:
AE of adjustment. Projection of others, reflection, missing recognition, to be a healer. The
unknown, to have trust even in a crisis. To spot deceitfulness.
-- Path 19:
AE of collectivism; community development, the development and keeping of friendships. New
beginning, inner maturation, the rising sun. Happiness through friendship.
-- Path 20:
AE of mobility, reanimation, resurrection, awakening and rebirth. Decision. Deliverance forth from
within
-- Path 21:
AE the true life success in dealing with spiritual energy; to seek wisdom and success. Perfection.
Fulfilment in the world. To include oneself. General success.
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